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Introduction
Fractured reservoirs generally develop fractures, and their 
heterogeneity is strong [1]. In the early stage of development, the 
heterogeneity has a great influence on the development effect, 
especially after the implementation of water injection development, 
the heterogeneity of the reservoir itself is aggravated, resulting in 
serious water channeling and low recovery [1,2]. In order to improve 
the recovery rate of heterogeneous reservoirs, tertiary oil recovery 
technology has been developed in China. However, due to most 
of the high cost and other reasons, it is difficult to promote and 
apply on a large scale [3]. The dual role of oil, and the advantages 
of wide gas source, low cost, clean and environmental protection, 
safety and reliability, and wide application range have attracted 
wide attention at home and abroad in recent years [3-5]. Studies 
have shown that the heterogeneity and injection rate of fractured 
reservoirs are important factors affecting the technology, but there 
are few studies on this factor at present, so combined with the actual 
reservoir temperature and pressure system (68.9°C, 19.6 MPa) and 
the effective permeability of the reservoir (75.6-3879.4×10-3μm2) 
[6-11]. The heterogeneity and injection rate of fractured reservoirs 
were studied through laboratory experiments using a double-tube 
model. On the basis of water flooding, nitrogen/nitrogen foam 
technology was used. To further improve the impact of crude oil 
flooding effect, it has important guiding significance and basis for 
the implementation of nitrogen/nitrogen foam in heterogeneous 
reservoirs to improve oil recovery.

Similarity Criterion Design for Physical Experiment of 
Fractured Reservoir
In the process of the three-phase flow of oil, water, and gas in the 
fracture medium, the physical variables and their meanings that 

may be involved are shown in the following table 1 [12,13]. The 
design of the physical model should satisfy geometric similarity, 
motion similarity, and dynamic similarity. Similarity design 
should be carried out on the characteristic parameters of fractured 
reservoirs, and the sequence of well opening, production time and 
fluid production in the experimental process should be similar to 
actual production. For geometric similarity, fractures in fractured 
reservoirs are the main flow channels, and similar designs should 
be carried out around the fractures.

Table 1: The physical quantities and their dimensions involved 
in fluid flow physics experiments

Classification Number Physical Quantity Symbol Dimension

Classification 
Number Physical

1 quality M [M]

2 time T [T]

3 length L [L]

Quantity Symbol 
Dimension

4 Water phase viscosity Μw [ML-1T-1]

5 Oil phase viscosity Μo [ML-1T-1]

6 Vapor viscosity μg [ML-1T-1]

7 Water phase density ρw [ML-3]

8 Oil phase density ρo [ML-3]

9 Gas phase density ρg [ML-3]

10 Water velocity vw [LT-1]

11 Oil phase flow rate vo [LT-1]

12 Gas flow rate vg [LT-1]

13 Water mass flow Qw [MT-1]

14 Oil phase mass flow Qo [MT-1]

15 Gas mass flow Qg [MT-1]

16 Pressure, capillary 
pressure

P, Pc [ML-1T-2]

17 Acceleration of gravity g [LT-2]
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18 Permeability K [L2]

19 crack density nf [L-1]

20 Absolute roughness 
of crack

e [L]

21 Crack spacing B [L]

22 Crack opening b [L]

23 Well diameter rw [L]

24 Interfacial tension σ [MT-2]

25 Statistical wetting 
angle

θ 1

26 Fluid compressibility CL 1

27 Rock compressibility Cr 1

28 Oil phase flow 
coefficient

Kro 1

29 Water phase flow 
coefficient

Krw 1

30 Gas flow coefficient Krg 1

31 Oil saturation So 1

32 Water saturation Sw 1

33 Gas saturation Sg 1

34 Coordination number ξ 1

35 Filling degree η 1

In the dynamic similarity, due to the development of large 
fractures, the fluid flow velocity is high, and the fluid flow is 
similar to the pressured pipe flow. Therefore, the model similarity 
design should satisfy the Reynolds number equal. In addition, the 
ratio of pressure to gravity affects the oil-water distribution in the 
displacement process to a certain extent, and the cubic law under 
multiple fractures mainly describes the fluid flow characteristics 
in the fractures, but from the perspective of similar theoretical 
design, the same In physical simulation, it is difficult to realize 
multiple similarity criteria at the same time, and can only focus 
on partial simulation. Therefore, the Reynolds similarity criterion 
should be satisfied, and the model and experimental parameters 
should be adjusted to make the physical simulation as close as 
possible to satisfy the pressure to gravity ratio and the cubic law 
under multiple fractures; other important parameters such as the 
coordination number (connected by the reservoir) The number 
of fractures) is used as a reservoir characteristic parameter for 
similar design. Based on analysis and integration, similar criteria 
that can reflect the main characteristics of reservoir development 
are determined, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2: The physical quantities and their dimensions involved in the oil-water-gas three-phase flow in the fracture medium
category Number Similarity Criteria Physical meaning
Movement and power are similar 1 ΔP / (ρgL) Ratio of injection pressure to gravity

2 μ / (ρvL) Similar to the Reynolds number, the ratio of inertial resistance to 
viscous resistance

3 Q / (ρvL2) The relationship between injection volume and flow
4 (vμL) / (nfb3ΔP) The law of cube under multiple cracks

Similar geometric 5 ξ Coordination number
6 η Filling degree

feature parameters 7 rw/L Ratio of wellbore radius to reservoir thickness

The fracture density, coordination number, and filling degree are as close to the actual reservoir as possible, and the main requirements 
are: the ratio of pressure to gravity, the similar Reynolds number, and the characteristics of fracture distribution.

The two physical quantities mainly used in the experiment are:
The ratio of pressure to gravity is similar, and the calculation formula is as follows:

Similar to Reynolds number, the calculation formula is as follows:

Physical Experiment of Heterogeneous Fracture Model
Experiment of Oil Displacement Effect
The density of crude oil in the test area is 0.91 g/cm3, the viscosity of crude oil under reservoir conditions is 7.98 mPa.s; CaCl2 
simulated formation water, with a salinity of 30288 mg/L; anionic compound foaming agent DQ-XA03.
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The experimental flow chart (Figure 1) mainly includes a nitrogen injection system, a displacement system, and a measurement and 
detection system. The injection system is mainly composed of a nitrogen high-pressure tank, a high-pressure pump, an intermediate 
container, a flow meter, and a pressure reducing valve; the displacement system is mainly composed of a thermostat and a high-
temperature and high-pressure crack-etched sand-filled pipe (middle crack, surrounding sand); The measurement and detection 
system is mainly composed of a back pressure valve, a detector, and a closed measuring cylinder. Model 1 contains 2 cracks, and 
model 2 contains 6 cracks.

Figure 1: Experimental flow chart

Experimental Principle and Steps
Fill the models with different fracture densities according to the experimental requirements; use the dual-tube model to simulate the 
heterogeneity of the reservoir (different fracture densities, different model permeability), in the optimal nitrogen foam (formation 
water foaming agent solution concentration is 0.5wt %, the gas-liquid ratio is 1:1), to study the influence of reservoir heterogeneity 
and injection rate on the displacement effect of nitrogen/nitrogen foam [14-17].

First, establish the irreducible water saturation field for different fracture density models (sand fill and fracture density are different 
to achieve different permeability models); secondly, connect the models according to the experimental requirements; finally, perform 
corresponding displacement experiments under the reservoir temperature and pressure system ( Water flooding → nitrogen foam 
flooding → nitrogen flooding → subsequent water flooding) until no oil is produced at the outlet end, record the relevant parameters 
and analyze them.

Analysis of Reservoir Heterogeneity Oil Displacement Effect
The Influence of Reservoir Heterogeneity on Displacement Effect

Figure 2: The relationship curve between the permeability difference and the degree of recovery under different injection rates
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Studies have shown that reservoir heterogeneity is one of the 
important factors affecting the effect of nitrogen/nitrogen foam 
displacement. Figure 2 shows the relationship between different 
permeability levels and recovery levels at an injection rate of 0.5-
6mL/min. It can be seen from the experimental results that at the 
same injection rate, when the permeability difference increases 
(1→50), the recovery degree of water flooding, nitrogen foaming, 
nitrogen flooding and subsequent water flooding all decrease, 
but each range is different, namely 0.5 When mL/min is reduced 
by 19.28%, 14.80%, 11.70%, and 10.50% respectively; when 
2.0mL/min is reduced by 20.68%, 15.15%, 8.25%, and 5.70%; 
when 4.0mL/min Decrease by 21.60%, 15.10%, 7.85%, and 
4.10% respectively; at 6.0mL/min, decrease by 21.66%, 16.82%, 
11.10% and 5.81% respectively; under the same injection rate, 
the recovery degree varies with As the permeability difference 
increases, it decreases. The reason for the analysis is that: when 
the displacement fluid flows in porous media, it is mainly affected 

by two resistances, namely Darcy viscous resistance

and inertial resistance                        where: fluid viscosity, K 

porous media permeability, v fluid flow rate, Fluid density, C2 
    
inertial resistance coefficient                                Cp spherical
 
particle diameter or non-spherical equivalent diameter [8]. 
Under the same injection rate of the same displacement fluid, 
the resistance in different permeable layers is also different, 
that is, the resistance factor in the high-permeability layer is 
smaller, and the relative amount of displacement fluid passing 
through is relatively large, resulting in a relatively large amount 
of ineffective displacement fluid. Eventually lead to lower crude 
oil recovery. Nitrogen foam system has the performance of 
“plugging water but not oil” and “blocking high but not low”, 
that is, improving the heterogeneity of the reservoir, changing 
the flow direction of subsequent displacement fluid, increasing 
the amount of displacement fluid entering the low-permeability 

layer, and reducing The amount of ineffective displacement fluid 
increases the oil displacement efficiency; in addition, the nitrogen 
in the nitrogen foam system can also react with crude oil at low 
temperature to further improve the oil recovery. Subsequent 
water flooding can still improve oil recovery, mainly because 
the heterogeneity of the reservoir has been improved to a certain 
extent. Through the experimental results, combined with the 
actual production process of the oilfield, it is possible to combine 
the development layers according to the reasonable permeability 
difference, increase the oil displacement efficiency, and achieve 
the purpose of improving the oil recovery.

Influence of Injection Rate on Displacement Effect
Another important factor that affects the nitrogen/nitrogen foam 
displacement effect is the injection rate. Figure 3 shows the 
recovery degree curve at the injection rate of 0.5-6mL/min under 
different displacement fluids. It can be seen from the experiment 
that the injection rate is within a certain range (0.5-6.0mL/min), 
under the same permeability level difference, the recovery degree 
increases with the increase of the injection rate, but the increase 
will be reduced; where the injection rate When the rate is 2.0mL/
min, the degree of recovery increases the most, with 2.5% for 
water flooding, 7.90% for nitrogen foam flooding, 9.50% for 
nitrogen flooding, and 8.78% for subsequent water flooding. 
The analysis shows that when the displacement fluid flows in 
the porous medium, the Darcy viscous resistance and the inertial 
resistance both increase with the increase of the fluid velocity, 
that is, the scouring ability of the displacement fluid increases 
with the increase of the injection rate, so it can Carrying out more 
crude oil leads to an increase in the degree of recovery; however, 
when the injection rate of the displacement fluid increases, the 
time for the displacement fluid to rush along the large channel is 
shortened, resulting in a decrease in the degree of recovery. On the 
whole, the final recovery factor still increases with the increase of 
the injection rate of the displacement fluid. Combining the actual 
production process of the oil field, the optimal injection rate of 
the reservoir is determined, and the crude oil recovery rate is 
accelerated to achieve the best economic benefits.

Figure 3: The relationship between injection rate and recovery degree under different displacement fluids
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Conclusion
1. The heterogeneity of fractured reservoirs has a significant 

effect on nitrogen/nitrogen foam displacement. At the 
same injection rate, the degree of recovery decreases with 
the increase of the permeability difference (1→50), and 
the degree of recovery of water flooding, nitrogen foam, 
nitrogen flooding and subsequent water flooding all decrease, 
respectively, with an average decrease of 20.8 and 17.1 , 9.7, 
6.5 percentage points.

2. The injection rate is within a certain range (0.5-6.0mL/min), 
and under the same permeability level difference, the recovery 
degree will increase with the increase of the injection rate, 
but the increase will be reduced; the injection rate is 2.0 The 
degree of recovery increased the most at mL/min, with water 
flooding by 2.5%, nitrogen foam flooding by 7.9%, nitrogen 
flooding by 9.5%, and subsequent water flooding by 8.7%.

3. The ultimate recovery factor is related to factors such as 
reservoir heterogeneity and displacement fluid injection rate. 
The development strata can be optimized and a reasonable 
injection rate can be determined according to the experimental 
results to achieve the best economic benefits.
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